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Feeling Octopus

Eight arms feel their way like eight tongues 
feeling out hearts and guts and sticking 
to the wet surface, crushing the slick 
surface with suckers. That’s feeling: suckers. 
That’s feeling at the total collapse of reality, 
where in crawls the octopus, pooling in the rubble, 
the twists of crippled belief, feeling 
curious over each bolt, mortar and mastic 

that failed to hold in the blind murky blood 
of truth slit open and hemorrhaging, 
and in comes this octopus with its shudders 
of color, its seeing-skin reflecting the deep wound: 
its yellow lobes, streaks of blue and red, red, red, 
red, red. Keep your worst fear in the corner 
of your eye as I move it closer. See it 
disappear, and then pop back into sight?

The octopus has a different blind spot:
it can see things only as they are. 
My chest has a vital ache. 
My blood looks blue 
under my skin, but it is red in my lungs, red 
in my heart, and red when it spills.
Like octopus blood, words that spill from me 
change color before they reach your ear. 
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In the crater at the center of truth
there are no words, silence 
but for the incidental sounds of the octopus 
body flexing long muscle, short muscle, 
round muscle and water, undulating 
curiously in the chaos, 
curling its ancient tongue-arms into flowered 
vines, never losing the horizon in its rectangle eyes. 

I listened for you, my love, in the cold 
and salty water, I listened for you with my eyes
locked on the octopus and I yelled 
into my diving mask. I pointed with a fury, 
willing you to look my way, willing you to see 
the strange creature straight down 
from my finger, until I looked away, towards you, 
my love, and looked back 

and it was 
gone, 
but far 
from gone. 
Home 
in its mute 
and curious 
home. 
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Antarctic Krill 

This krill is not that krill. This krill is a 
krill torrent, a seething conspicuous 
fearless torrent in the transparent sea 
as likely to live as to be eaten.

This krill is the world and the water
and the space between water the water
knows as itself, salt of the salty, fresh
of the fresh, ice of the icy ceiling.

This krill is the ocean of a moment 
ago, filling shores and shoals with its own
light, bioluminescent in the bellies
of whales, ruling the sea from the inside.

A krill’s work is to love its own thousand
thousand selves, vital clouds in glowing nights.
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Peace

I am a soft animal that forgives 
itself. I see a rat forgive itself. 
Or this crow looks at itself and forgives 
a huge fail. And see? This squirrel itself

is an asshole to this other squirrel 
and then forgives. In trees, squirrels scold dogs.
And dogs, below, forgive themselves virile
curiosity, these ferocious dogs 

with big smiles. Red dog, do you have a guilt
crawling up in you so heavy-nasty,
torturous to your fuzz-brain and soft heart,
that, caught, will lose a tail, slip fastly

away? Feel it go, then return to dwell 
in your vitals, hunt, grow, forgive itself.
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Reject

In its vitals where it forgives itself
a greedy little fly loses its mind
buzzing in over-soft shadows of rye
bent by salted wind gusts, and red dirt scuffed

by shadows dense as a heart, where heat casts
a shadow dense as a lump. The mindless
fly, hunting, will have a meal of lightness
that has no mortal body and dark that

appears to have body, and air, salty,
making its way slow and sure to the bay.
Where’s Emily? She’d say, from death, anew,
to make life it takes a fly and body, 

One fly, and one body, and wet decay.
Decay alone will do if flies are few.
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Eyes and Drones

This is large. This too contains multitudes.
It’s what it is to be data accrued,
secured by a blind security state.
To be without being, without a face

but for age, sex, race. I am I because
the NSA knows me. It does, it does
though the little transcripts do not appear.
If they did there would be nothing to fear. 

I may be fully lost in the data.
Or it’s first I am, and next in strata
redacted, or if I am not, I’m not 
I, data, intelligence. Yes. Or not.

Safety-making’s sublime, subliminal
demolition makes me a criminal.
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We Denizens

Oh, see the way the stars stack, 
head by head by head? 
In you go, sloth bear. 
In you go, weird forest skink. 
In you go, weary piety. 

Close it up now, giant earwig. 
Close it up now, rocky mountain locust.
In you go, tribe of the Malaysian snail. 
In you go  . 
In you go dwarf hippopotamus. 

In you go, paradise parrot. 
In you go, raw bleed. 
Close it up now, migration. 
Close it up now, predator. 
In you go . 
In you go intertidal abalone. 

We denizens see  more definitely. 
We denizens seize a calling. 
We denizens see  . 
We denizens diminish in the current. 
We denizens deepen in the upswell. 

Kneel now, denizen. 
Kneel now, young salmon denizen. 
Kneel now, young denizen. 
Kneel now, phytoplankton denizen. 
Kneel now   denizen. 
Kneel now   denizen. 
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Now all you see is a fringe-limbed tree frog. 
Now all you see is a   . 
Now all you see is a  . 
Now all you see is a white rhino. 

Now all you see is a   . 
Now all you see is a  . 
Now all you see is a gibbon. 
Now all you see is a  .

Now all you see is a . 
Now all you see is a      . 
Now all you see is a   . 

In you go. 
Close it up now. 
In you go. In you go. 

Oh, see the way the stars stack, 
head by head by head.
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Gary Snyder’s Breasts

Beard the color of mud, wrinkled poet,
mystical old man “hung up on Indians”:
Praises! At 85, you really have cared
for yourself, old boy scout,
model of health and sanity.
Who am I, Gary Snyder? Who am I,
having never carved a deer carcass,
built my own house, climbed Everest
or cooked a bullfrog for dinner?
Who am I, Gary Snyder, knowing little
of geology, logging, communal living,
landscape painting or Tibetan deities?
I am a woman poet. I am. A woman poet
the way you are a nature poet, a
poet as you are a poet,
woman as you are nature,
and animal too. I’m a beast,
a scaly beast and also feathered and
with naked skin and maybe I write with a
vulture feather, too.
I don’t. But maybe I do.
Gary Snyder: poet to poet,
I am asking you now—let go of the breasts.
You have too many breasts already.
You have nineteen books of poems
with as many breasts
(women’s breasts, not your breasts)
as I have nouns in my single book of poems.
I am asking you, old poet: Let go
of the breasts, the breasts
you thought you lay down in ink
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as the real thing and the breasts
you maybe lay down in praise, or to unlock
the breasts from their own structure,
to unlock breasts from breasts to go out
and share themselves with others.
But Gary Snyder, grandfather,
they might once have been your breasts
or breasts you conjured
(imaginary breasts with real eyes on them)
but I am telling you now: I am
taking the breasts from your poems and
inviting them here, to mine, where
there is space for them here and here
and here and here if they choose,
if they want to be, if they want to be
images? Okay. And if they want to be lobes?
Okay. And if they want to mean
Something? Okay, but the invitation
is already out, I extended it, and it’s time you
just let the breasts go.
In return I will give you time.
I have far too much time in my poems.
I will give you time, blue-veined and
heavy, alabaster and withered
time that bleeds. Time
to warm your cold hands on,
to cup and kiss.
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Gossip
After ink drawings on rice paper by Susan D’Amato

Where can I find someone to ignore all this language so we can really talk? 
—Chuang Tzu

1)
The universe is a heavy breather
out here in the desert. So it
tells itself, so it told me
as it sighed and whispered
in the same ear the same
whisper that whispers from the ink
on your hollow ink-pushing feather.

2)
The grass as well on seeing
the ink is surprised to see its
own gesture; the poppies abashed
to see their intimacy with the wind;
the rain, its sparseness noted;
the coyote, ideas howling
with the deeper need of the small flower,
tiny and abundant yellow,
caught and saved as a note.

3)
Ink is unforgiving, a small liquid shadow
so soon dry. Except that it is fond:
its kindness to the poppy’s moment changing even
in perpetual stillness, to the grass and its various
elegances, to the single ant, the seed, fond
of the “hey-hey” duck full 
of wondering at regular intervals.
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4)
The cottonwood tree up over the spring
told me about writing exactly
the same poem I am writing to you now
ten thousand days ago, and, waving its leaves
like the hands of ten thousand Miss Americas,
the tree told me too that it did your paintings,
too, all of them, the done ones
and the not-yet-done ones.

That tree is an asshole.

5)
The sun-bleached bone told me
how it doesn’t regret clinging to life,
but how only in its boneliness
is there a truly unspeakable intimacy
with light and the charcoal and ink
and the way it is like a tongue
and a palm and flesh and also pleasure
in the ways it is not like flesh. And this bone
(a sheep bone or a bone of the sea or leg or spine)
whispered to the heavy-breathing universe
the same whisper that whispers from the ink.


